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D&A: Resource Optimisation in Personalised
PageRank Computations Using Multi-Core

Machines
Kai Siong Yow∗ and Chunbo Li

Abstract—Resource optimisation is commonly used in work-
load management, ensuring efficient and timely task comple-
tion utilising available resources. It serves to minimise costs,
prompting the development of numerous algorithms tailored to
this end. The majority of these techniques focus on scheduling
and executing workloads effectively within the provided resource
constraints. In this paper, we tackle this problem using another
approach. We propose a novel framework D&A to determine
the number of cores required in completing a workload under
time constraint. We first preprocess a small portion of queries to
derive the number of required slots, allowing for the allocation of
the remaining workloads into each slot. We introduce a scaling
factor in handling the time fluctuation issue caused by random
functions. We further establish a lower bound of the number
of cores required under this scenario, serving as a baseline for
comparison purposes. We examine the framework by computing
personalised PageRank values involving intensive computations.
Our experimental results show that D&A surpasses the baseline,
achieving reductions in the required number of cores ranging
from 38.89% to 73.68% across benchmark datasets comprising
millions of vertices and edges.

Index Terms—resource optimisation, personalised PageRank,
parallel computing, cloud computing, multi-core machine

I. INTRODUCTION

RESOURCE optimisation [1], [2] stands as a pivotal
technique in efficiently managing and allocating work-

loads based on available resources. Its application spans
across diverse domains, ranging from project management to
cloud computing. Specifically, in computer science, it seeks
to enhance the execution of programs or minimise resource
usage such as memory, power, or other resources, during
computations.

A variety of resource optimisation algorithms have been
designed for different purposes, including the round-robin
scheduling (RR) [3], ant colony optimisation algorithm
(ACO) [2], [4], particle swarm optimisation algorithm
(PSO) [5], genetic algorithm [6] and bacterial foraging op-
timisation algorithm [7]. The majority of current algorithms
prioritise discovering efficient methods for scheduling work-
loads according to available resources, aiming to achieve task
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completion within a reduced time frame. For further details
on optimisation techniques, readers are referred to [8].

We first provide a concise overview of several existing re-
source optimisation techniques commonly employed in cloud
environments. The heuristic algorithm RR first assigns a fixed
time slot and processes each task in a circular order. If a
task is not completed after the assigned time slot, it will
be interrupted and the subsequent task in the queue will
be processed. The process terminates when all tasks are
completed. This technique is however not suitable for large-
scale platforms. For ACO, it is used to solve computational
problems based on probabilistic techniques where an agent
(artificial ant) moves through all possible solutions in order
to locate an optimal solution by modelling problems using
graphs. It is designed based on the concept that pheromones
produced by real ants guide other ants to traverse between food
and their colony, and ultimately generate the optimal path.
In the cloud computing environment, ants act as agents that
travel between machines and jobs, and assign requested jobs
to cloud resources. Zuo et al. [9] developed a multi-objective
scheduling method based on ACO to minimise the completion
time and cost. The metaheuristic algorithm PSO optimises
a problem via a population (swarm) of candidate solutions
known as particles, where particles move around the search
space according to mathematical formula that is developed
based on the position and velocity of particles. It requires just
the objective function and makes very few or no assumptions.
Fatima et al. [10] proposed an enhanced PSO that combines
PSO and a levy flight algorithm to minimise the number of
physical servers under a cloud environment.

Acknowledging the significance of resource optimisation
techniques, especially within cloud environments, we approach
this problem from a fresh angle in this work. Rather than
concentrating on scheduling workloads effectively through
heuristic methods, our proposal centers on a framework aimed
at minimising the number of cores necessary to fulfill a
given task within predefined time constraints. We focus on
the computations of personalised PageRank (PPR) [11]–[13],
an extension of PageRank (PR) [11], [14], [15] algorithm,
which is introduced to cope with the prediction of personal
preferences. Given a graph G and a pair of vertices s and
t, the PPR value π(s, t) is defined as the probability of a
random walk that begins from the source vertex s and ends
at the target vertex t. This value indicates the importance of
t with regard to s. The concept has been applied in various
fields [16] including recommendation systems, social network
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analysis and information retrieval.
Computing PPR values is crucial, yet costly, particularly

for graphs with high orders n. This process entails extracting
eigenvalues from an n × n matrix. In addition, O(n2) space
is required in order to store all PPR values given that distinct
pairs of source and target vertices derive different PPR values.
Due to the nature of the problem, PPR computations using
various heuristic and approximation methods [17]–[21] remain
challenging, even to solve its relax version by fixing the source
and target vertices. Hence, we handle this problem by comput-
ing PPR values within a parallel computing environment [22],
with the objective of minimising core usage and ensuring the
processing of all queries within the specified time constraint,
rather than reducing computation time.

We aim to address the following optimisation problem.

Problem 1. Given a multi-core machine with C cores, design a
computational model so that a huge number X of personalised
PageRank queries can be processed within a given time T , by
minimising C.

We design an approach namely DIVIDE AND ALLOCATE IN
PARALLEL COMPUTING (abbreviated as D&A) in addressing
Problem 1. This approach will later be extended by fixing
the number of available resources in dealing with real-world
scenarios. Resource optimisation using multi-core machines
can potentially be applied in various domains including server
and data centre management, database query optimisation,
and scientific and engineering applications. To the best of
our knowledge, we are pioneering an investigation into the
problem from this perspective, where the primary objective is
to minimise and determine an appropriate utilisation of cores.
To facilitate comparison, we additionally establish a theoretical
bound to ascertain the lower bound of the number of cores
for the problem under identical constraints. Our framework
exhibits flexibility in the sense that it can be employed by any
algorithm feasible within parallel environments.

We validate our framework by computing PPR values using
FORA [21] (an effective index-based solution that merges
forward push and Monte Carlo random walk techniques) on
a multi-core machine, based on different benchmark datasets
with up to 4.8×106 vertices and 6.8×107 edges. The algorithm
is chosen due to its proven superiority in managing large-
scale networks and its widespread recognition for efficiency.
Furthermore, the utilisation of random functions within the
framework adds complexity to the problem. Our experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework, where
the number of cores is reduced by up to 73.68% compared to
the outcomes obtained through the theoretical approach.

The subsequent sections of this article are outlined as
follows: We present a sample size formula in Section II
to determine the number of samples required during the
preprocessing phase. Subsequently, in Sections III-A and III-B,
we introduce our proposed model and establish a theoretical
bound to serve as a baseline for comparative purposes. Sec-
tion IV-A delineates the experimental settings, followed by an
exposition of our results and analyses in Section IV-B. Finally,
we draw conclusions and suggest potential avenues for future
research in Section V.

II. SAMPLE SIZE ESTIMATION

The optimisation of the number of cores is heavily depen-
dent on the average running time t̄ in processing each query.
When dealing with a large volume of queries, a subset of
sample queries can be used during the preprocessing step in
determining t̄. Several methods can be employed for this task,
such as published tables [23], historical data in similar studies
or employing formulae [24].

Rather than relying on a random selection of samples, our
approach involves initially utilising a sample size formula to
ascertain the requisite number of samples for estimating t̄
during the preprocessing stage. This ensures statistical reli-
ability and precision in our estimations. Additionally, we aim
to achieve a delicate equilibrium between acquiring a suitably
large sample size to diminish sampling error and minimising
unnecessary data collection to optimise resource utilisation.

For a large number of queries, we use the following for-
mula [24] to determine the sample size s required during the
preprocessing stage:

s =
Z2 · p · (1− p)

e2
(1)

where Z, p, and e denote the standard score (also known as z-
score), population proportion that is normally distributed and
acceptable sampling error, respectively. The formula gives the
lower bound of the required sample size with some margin of
error in the estimated proportion. In Equation 1, the value of z-
score is associated with the chosen confidence interval where
the most commonly chosen confidence intervals are 90%, 95%
and 99%. The value of p is in between 0 to 1, and if no any
information is available to approximate p, the most conserva-
tive way is to set p = 0.50 to generate the largest sample size.
The value of e is usually expressed as a percentage, which
implies the desired degree of precision. If the sample size is
too small (respectively, big), the confidence interval can be
increased (respectively, reduced) or the acceptable sampling
error can be reduced (respectively, increased).

a) Example: Given a 99% confidence interval, 0.50
population proportion and an acceptable sampling error of 5%,
we have

s =
2.5762 · 0.50 · (1− 0.50)

0.052
= 663.58 ≈ 664. (2)

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL

A. D&A Framework

We first design a general approach namely DIVIDE AND
ALLOCATE IN PARALLEL COMPUTING (abbreviated as D&A)
as shown in Algorithm 1, to determine the number of cores
required in order to complete X independent queries within a
given duration T . Here, we assume that X is large and there
is no any constraint on available resources. See Fig. 1 for an
illustration of the framework.

To determine a suitable sample size s based on Equation 1,
we set the confidence interval and acceptable sampling error at
x% and e, respectively (Line 1). We also set p = 0.50 to gener-
ate the largest sample size. Let ti represent the processing time
to complete the ith query and tmax = max{ti|i = 1, . . . , s}.
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Algorithm 1 D&A (X , T )
1: Using Equation 1, determine the sample size s by setting

x% confidence interval and e acceptable sampling error.
2: Preprocess s queries in parallel using s cores.
3: Let ti be the time to process the ith query, and set tmax =

max{ti|i = 1, . . . , s}.
4: Let ℓ = ⌊T −tmax

tmax
⌋ be the slots allocated to the remaining

duration.
5: Assign k = ⌈X−s

ℓ ⌉ queries to each of the ℓ slots. For
each slot, process all k queries in parallel using at most
k cores.

6: For j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let Tj be the total processing time for
the jth core to complete all the allocated queries in each
slot.

7: Set Tmax = max{Tj |j = 1, . . . , k}.
8: if tmax + Tmax ≤ T
9: return k.

10: else
11: Go back to Step 2.

Fig. 1. An illustration of D&A

To minimise the overall processing time, all s queries will
be preprocessed in parallel using s cores, and tmax will then
be determined (Lines 2–3). We determine the number of slots
ℓ = ⌊T −tmax

tmax
⌋ based on the remaining duration T −tmax. The

floor function ensures that the total processing time is at most
T when all the remaining queries are processed in parallel
in their respective slots, assuming that the processing time in
each slot is at most tmax (Line 4).

For each slot, we evenly assign to it k = ⌈X−s
ℓ ⌉ queries,

ensuring that all remaining queries are allocated, as denoted
by the ceiling function. We also assume that s ≤ k; otherwise,
no further action is necessary, as s cores are utilised during the
preprocessing stage, hence requiring s cores. As a consequence
of the ceiling function, some slots may contain less than k
queries. Subsequently, all k queries in each slot are processed
in parallel, using at most k cores (Line 5). For j ∈ {1, . . . , k},
let Tj represent the total processing time for each jth core to
complete all the allocated queries in each slot (Line 6). If
tmax + max{Tj} ≤ T and considering s ≤ k, we require a
minimum of k cores to process all X queries within time T
(Lines 7–9). Alternatively, if the total running time surpasses
T , indicating that the task cannot be accomplished within
the allotted time frame, we revert to Step 2 and repeat the
entire process (Lines 10–11). This situation may arise due to
significant fluctuations in processing times when queries are
processed within their respective slots.

We now derive a lower bound of C based on Algorithm 1.

Lemma 1. For a multi-core machine without any constraint on
the number of cores, suppose X is the number of queries, s
is the number of sample queries and ti is the running time
to complete the ith sample query. If tmax = max{ti|i =
1, . . . , s}, then the minimum number of cores required to
process all X queries within time T is at least X·tmax

T .

Proof. Let X , T and tmax be as stated. Given a multi-core
machine that has no constraint on the number of cores, all
queries can be processed in parallel where each query is
processed by one core at a time. Suppose s queries are used in
the preprocessing step in obtaining tmax. By using tmax, we
now determine the number ℓ of slots and hence the number k
of queries that can be allocated into each slot.

Based on Algorithm 1, if the total running time in complet-
ing all X queries is at most T , then we need at least k cores
to process all the queries. This implies that

k ≥ (X − s) ·
(

tmax

T − tmax

)
. (3)

Note that s is the number of sample queries used in the
preprocessing step. We replace s by k in Equation 3, so
that the number of queries during each parallel computation
(including the preprocessing step) is as balanced as possible.
By rearranging and solving Equation 3, we have

k ·
(
1 +

tmax

T − tmax

)
≥ X ·

(
tmax

T − tmax

)
k ≥ X ·

(
tmax

T − tmax

)(
T − tmax

T

)
k ≥ X · tmax

T
. (4)

Given the impracticality of having unlimited resources in
real-world environments, and considering that the required
number of cores depends on both the processing time of each
query and a specified duration (by Equation 4), we adapt the
principle utilised in Algorithm 1 and extend the algorithm by
restricting the number of available cores.

We use Lemma 1 in estimating the minimum number of
cores required. By Equation 4, it is evident that T plays a
crucial role in determining k, to compute X queries where the
sample queries computed in parallel have the maximum run-
ning time tmax. This suggests that a specified duration dictates
the minimum number of cores necessary for computation. It
is worth noting that with a fixed number of available cores,
there exists a maximum capacity in processing a given task
under a time constraint.

In the real-world environment, we could first estimate the
minimum number k of cores based on a given duration. If
k is higher than the available cores, then the process will be
terminated. Otherwise, we prolong the duration to ensure that
a feasible solution can always be obtained (since the number
of cores is restricted).

By modifying Algorithm 1, we propose D&A REAL (see
Algorithm 2) that can be adapted into the real-world envi-
ronment. Apart from the number X of queries and a given
duration T , we input the number of available cores Cmax.
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Algorithm 2 D&A REAL (X , T , Cmax)
1: Preprocess s sample queries using c ≪ s cores.
2: For i = {1, . . . , s}, let ti be the time to process the ith

query. Set tmax = max{ti}, tpre =
∑

ti and tavg =
c·tpre

s .
3: Using Equation 4, compute the lower bound C of the

number of cores required to process X queries within time
T .

4: if Cmax < ⌈C⌉
5: raise Error.
6: else
7: Let ℓ = ⌊d·T −tpre

tavg
⌋ be the slots allocated to the

remaining duration, where d ≤ 1 is a scaling factor.
8: Assign k = ⌈X−s

ℓ ⌉ queries to each of the ℓ slots. For
each slot, process all k queries in parallel using at most
k cores.

9: For j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let Tj be the total processing time
for the jth core to complete all the allocated queries in
each slot.

10: Set Tmax = max{Tj |j = 1, . . . , k}.
11: if tpre + Tmax ≤ T
12: return k.
13: else
14: raise Error.

To optimise resources in the real-world environment where
the number of cores is restricted, the proposed concept closely
resembles Algorithm 1, albeit with a few modifications. When
preprocessing s sample queries, instead of using s cores, we
employ c ≪ s cores (Line 1), since employing a relatively
large s may improve efficiency but conflicts with our objective
of minimising core usage. Hence, we set c = 1 in our
experiments. Subsequently, we use Equation 4 to determine
the lower bound C of the number of cores, ensuring that ⌈C⌉
does not exceed Cmax in the worst-case scenario (Lines 3–
5). We then proceed with the divide and allocate operations
outlined in Algorithm 1 to determine the minimum number of
cores required, with appropriate modifications (Lines 6–14).

B. Theoretical Bound

We now determine the lower bound of C in Problem 1 by
using Hoeffding’s inequality [25], which will be used as the
baseline for comparison purposes.

Lemma 2. In Problem 1, we have

C ≥ X
T

·

t̄k +

√
t̂2 ln(2/pf )

2k

 (5)

where t̄k denotes the average processing time t of k sample
queries, t̂ denotes the upper bound of t, and pf is a failure
probability.

Proof. Let pf be as stated. We now estimate the lower bound
of the number C of cores required to process all X queries
within a given time T . We assume that X is sufficiently large

and all query times t have a same distribution. Let E[t] be the
expected value of t, we aim to

minimise C

subject to

P

(
X · E[t]

C
≤ T

)
≥ 1− pf . (6)

To obtain the estimation on C, we first process k PPR
queries. Let t1, t2, . . . , tk be the processing times for the k
queries, and t̄k = 1

k

∑k
i=0 ti. Suppose the lower and upper

bounds of the query time are 0 and t̂, respectively. We apply
Hoeffding’s inequality to estimate the lower bound of C. For
all λ > 0, we first have

P (|t̄k − E[t]| ≥ λ) ≤ 2 exp

(
−2k2λ2

kt̂2

)
.

The constraint in Equation 6 is satisfied when λ ≤ T C
X − t̄k.

Suppose λ = T C
X − t̄k. To satisfy Equation 6, we have

2 exp

(
−
2k(T C

X − t̄k)
2

t̂2

)
≤ pf

2k(T C
X − t̄k)

2

t̂2
≥ ln

(
2

pf

)
T C
X

− t̄k ≥

√
t̂2 ln(2/pf )

2k

C ≥ X
T

·

t̄k +

√
t̂2 ln(2/pf )

2k

 .

Hence, by satisfying the constraint in Equation 6, we obtain
the lower bound of C for Problem 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of D&A REAL
by computing PPR queries using FORA [21]. The experimen-
tal results are compared with the bound derived in Lemma 1.

A. Experimental settings

a) Setup: We conduct our experiments on a server with
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6326 CPU@2.90GHz processor,
256GB memory and running 64-bit Ubuntu 20.04.4 LTS.
There are 64 available cores on the server.

b) Data and query sets: We focus on four benchmark
datasets Web-Stanford, DBLP, Pokec and LiveJournal in con-
ducting the experiments, as summarised in Table I.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DATASETS

Dataset Order (n) Size (m) Type
Web-Stanford 281,903 2,312,497 Directed
DBLP 613,586 3,980,318 Undirected
Pokec 1,632,803 30,622,564 Directed
LiveJournal 4,847,571 68,993,773 Directed

The number of sample queries during the preprocessing
stage is mainly determined by the order and size of the respec-
tive graph, the processing time for each query and the number
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(a) Web-Stanford when T =
50

(b) DBLP when T = 500 (c) Pokec when T = 600 (d) LiveJournal when T =
800

Fig. 2. Results for the minimum number of required cores based on four benchmark datasets, by varying the number X of queries. The bar chart indicates
the processing time whereas the line graphs indicate the number of required cores for D&A REAL (in red) and the theoretical bound in Lemma 2 (in blue)

of cores assigned. For Web-Stanford, we use the formula as
discussed in Section II to determine the number s of sample
queries, where s is set conservatively as in Equation 1 based
on the number of queries used for experimental purposes.
For graphs with larger orders and sizes (DBLP, Pokec, and
LiveJournal), we however observe that the same strategy is less
suitable to determine the number of sample queries, due to a
longer processing time per query. Hence, the number of sample
queries is fixed at 5% of the smallest number of queries for
large graphs, given that a relatively small c will be used during
the preprocessing step in the real-world environment. It is
noteworthy that the average running time per query during the
preprocessing stage remains consistent across these datasets
throughout the experiments, under both scenarios.

c) Parameters: To be more conservative, we set c = 1
during the preprocessing stage so that the number of required
cores in processing a given number of queries within a given
duration can be minimised under different scenarios. The
duration T is set based on the processing time per query
derived in [21]. Recall that random functions used in FORA
may cause fluctuations of processing time, hence we also
include a scaling factor d ≤ 1 in our framework in dealing with
this concern. Instead of taking the average processing time by
repeating the experiments, we notice that d can be used in
coping with the fluctuation issue by setting it appropriately.

Since the time fluctuation is directly proportional to the
order and size of a graph, the value of d should behave
the other way round. Thus, we set d = 1.00 for Web-
Stanford, d = 0.85 for both DBLP and Pokec, and d = 0.80
for LiveJournal. We follow [21] for the values of all other
parameters in FORA.

B. Results and Analyses

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework
D&A REAL based on FORA using a multi-core machine. The
outcome of our experiments is shown in Fig. 2, in which the
number X of queries and given durations T are set differently
for various datasets.

Based on Fig. 2, we can see that the number of cores
required by D&A REAL is always lesser comparing to the
lower bound that we derived theoretically in Lemma 2 (since
the bound is also affected by the average and upper bound

of processing times), except for one circumstance where
they both are equal under the DBLP dataset (see Fig. 2(b)).
This phenomenon primarily arises from the random functions
inherent in FORA, leading to a lower upper bound t̂ for the
set of running times when handling sample queries compared
to others. Consequently, this results in a smaller boundary in
Equation 5. Since the processing time of FORA is affected by
the random functions used for generating random walks, we
believe that if the value of t̂ is analogous in all circumstances,
similar results will always be obtained where the number of
cores required by D&A REAL is lesser than the theoretical
bound. We also observe that a smaller or the same number of
cores is sometimes required even when the number of queries
is higher. This is again possible if t̂1 > t̂2 for X1 < X2, where
t̂i is associated to Xi.

The experimental results show that D&A REAL is effective
in minimising the number of cores required under parallel
computing environments when it is tested using FORA. It
reduces the number of cores by up to 62.50%, 66.67%, 38.89%
and 73.68% for four benchmark datasets Web-Stanford, DBLP,
Pokec and LiveJournal, respectively. We expect a more consis-
tent result if D&A REAL is tested by frameworks that involve
lesser random functions, in which the number of slots can be
determined in a more accurate manner.

We then make a comparison by manipulating the scaling
factor d that is used to address the time fluctuation issue in our
experiments. For Web-Stanford, we observe that if d is reduced
from 1.00 to 0.85 with all other variables remain, all queries
can be completed in a shorter duration with a higher number of
cores under most instances (see Fig. 3). This is in accordance
with our intention in which a lower d will lead to a smaller
number of slots and hence a higher number of cores. For all
other datasets, we found that if d = 1.00, then all queries
may not be processed within the given duration due to the
time fluctuations caused by random functions, which further
indicates the benefit of the scaling factor. We note that graphs
with larger orders and sizes require a smaller d to process all
queries within a given time frame. It is hence natural to ask if
there is a method to determine d theoretically. We assert that
the values of d are optimal for both Pokec and LiveJournal
datasets given that their processing times for certain queries
are close to the maximum (as shown in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d))
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(a) d = 1.00 (b) d = 0.85

Fig. 3. A comparison using different scaling factor d for Web-Stanford

as per our experimental findings.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

We design a framework D&A REAL to establish the nec-
essary number of cores for processing a certain number of
queries within a fixed duration in parallel computing environ-
ments. Our approach involves dividing and allocating queries
into specific slots based on the processing time identified
during the preprocessing stage. To mitigate the variability
introduced by randomness in the framework, instead of con-
ducting repeated experiments, we introduce a scaling factor.
We measure the effectiveness of the framework using FORA,
and compare the experimental results to a theoretically derived
baseline. Our findings demonstrate that D&A REAL outper-
forms the baseline, as it requires significantly fewer cores even
for graphs with millions of vertices and edges.

For future work, we propose expanding our framework by
integrating it into diverse algorithms with different functional-
ities (including online settings) within parallel environments,
so that its effectiveness can be validated further, aligning
with real-world requirements. Additionally, learning-based ap-
proaches [26], [27] may also be employed to enhance the
overall performance of this framework.
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